
       

   

 

All leaseholders at Asterid Heights 

 

 

 

 

 

 
19 November 2021 

 
Dear Leaseholder, 

 
Asterid Heights: Update on Building Safety Works 

 
We are writing to update you about the progress in resolving the building safety issues at Asterid Heights.  

 

Building Safety Fund 

 
EVML has received confirmation from the Building Safety Fund (BSF) that your block is eligible for 

funding.  

  
The eligibility only covers remediation of the defects behind the brickwork. It does not cover the defects 

behind the render. EVML is currently consulting with its technical advisors about the grounds for an 

appeal for this part of the decision. EVML meets with representatives from the BSF on a regular basis 

and is seeking clarification about the next steps.  

 
We are keen to explore every option to resolve the safety issues and to get you a ‘valid’ EWS1 form. We 

are therefore working with EVML to review measures to mitigate any risk (such as smoke detectors or 

sprinklers). EVML has asked their fire engineers to assess Asterid Heights based upon the government’s 

proposed new guidance on the risk assessment of external wall systems (PAS9980). To support a 

thorough evaluation, EVML has commissioned a Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) of the escape routes in 

your block. This type of FRA is more specific than the usual FRA which EVML undertake on an annual 

basis. Part of the FRA has already taken place. The fire compartmentation along the escape routes 

needs intrusive inspection and we are currently waiting for a confirmed date for this to take place. 

 
It is important to remember the new guidance is not yet law, and EVML needs to act on the advice of its 

fire engineers based on current legislation and good practice. 

   
We’ll keep you updated about this and when we have more information, we’ll be in contact to discuss the 

outcome and hear your views. 

  
Balconies 

 
You may be aware that some of the plots at East Village have ACM on their balconies. As a 

precautionary measure, EVML is undertaking a Village-wide exercise to test the materials on balconies 

and on some decorative trims such as those around porches, the main entrances and car park entrances. 

Our records do not indicate there is ACM on your block, however, EVML wants to be certain this is the 

case and some materials will be inspected next month. You may see contractors removing small areas of 

metal fascia, where necessary, this will be sent to government approved labs for testing. We’ll let you 

know the outcome of this as soon as possible. 

 



       

   

 

Costs 

 
Many leaseholders have asked about the costs of the additional work involved in assessing the mitigating 

measures and any additional testing of materials. EVML is currently updating the cladding budget and 

we’ll pass you details of the expected costs shortly. We will be invoicing you for the costs of the fire 

engineer’s inspection that took place in 2020/21, before the end of the financial year. We’ve capped this 

at £250. We’ll send the invoice for this when we get the audited service charge accounts from EVML for 

2020/21.  

  
We are mindful of these costs and other inflationary pressures, such as electricity costs. We’re working 

closely with EVML to do what we can to limit increases in service charge costs next year. 

 
I’m sorry I don’t have better news for you. I know the continued uncertainty is difficult. We will continue to 

work with EVML to ensure we get the right resolution for Asterid Heights.   
 

As soon as we have more news, we’ll be in touch. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please 

contact us on buildingsafety@triathlonhomes.com 

 
Kind regards, 

 
Kath King 

Managing Director | Triathlon Homes 
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